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During a mission to document the magical creatures arrive magic zoologist Newt Sca-

mander to New York. There imposes any runaway monster that was in Professor 

Scamanders care and the troublesome muggler Jacob Kowalski to problems that can 

seriously affect both the wizarding and Muggle world. 

  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3183660/?ref_=nv_sr_1
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JK ROWLING'S VERSION OF "THE HOBBIT" 

What Rowling produced for about twenty is unfortunately different from it is 

now. The world has changed just as the hatred made with the cinematic climate. 

The thermal and adventure feeling she tries to dig up from there she buried is 

difficult to see again unfortunately in this film. Rowling has clearly been difficult 

to change the structure of their writing. For why else would she go back to a 

fantasy world. She already has a name in the market and generate big money. 

She tries to create a new trend, which is comprehensive and innovative but cred-

ibility to the film's theme drops when no clear conflict presented. Then every-

thing just happens randomly disappear belief about the magic when Rowling's 

stories previously estimated. A couple Easter egg exists and is felt by those who 

have seen the earlier film series. 

Just like Harry Potter is a kind of introduction to JK Rowling ambitious and im-

aginative world, should this movie be a deeper sense of magic when the world is 

already introduced. What the US authority that corresponds Magic Ministry pro-

vide direct answers on what it stands for. If you have no prior knowledge of it so 

it feels like a cheap trick instead to immerse themselves in the background. It 

provides rapid and uncontrolled cuts to a specific start and show what the film's 

antagonist is doing. There are several characters and watch the destruction be-

hind this. Long then presented this problem. Here you could have mentioned Mr. 

Graves by name, and his role is to clarify the extent of the problem. But he would 

be a badly made-up blonde Johnny Depp does not improve the cause. 

Colin Ferrell suited to a certain extent in his villainous attitude and a clear antag-

onist. It destroyed a large degree that Johnny Depp is Voldemort's predecessor 

and can destroy the sense that the producers clearly wanted to create. He clearly 

does not fit into the role of the antagonist for Newt Scamander. Eddie Redmayne 

did their job and their role by creating a complex character. His goal or mission 

in the film is made clear, unfortunately not. He goes to New York to drop off a 

creature in Arizona. But meet by chance, Jacob Kowalski who happen to have 

been in the bank at the same time. 
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He drops the bag and only one disappear out of the bag that is clearly proven but 

he runs around half the town to find more like-minded creatures. The major part 

of the entire film, he does it until he randomly continues to change place con-

stantly. And this is a film that we have before, but if you are interested in an 

exaggerated humor and unnecessary scenes, you can probably enjoy it. It em-

barking whole movie with that input, are faintly in the background and does not 

sufficiently widely believed to hold it together into a context. However, I am 

skeptical as to whether the entire series with four sequels will argument itself. It 

may be interesting to follow developments and it may be necessary to change the 

audience's opinions, and I think that this movie series need. 

 

Rating 3 out of 5 

 


